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Introduction. Let S be a discrete semigroup, m(S) the space of bounded real

functions on S with the usual sup. norm, and m(S)* the conjugate Banach space of

m(S). An element <f>em(S)* is a mean if <p(f)^0 whenever/^0 and <j>(\)=l,

where 1 denotes also the constant one function on S.

S is said to be left [right] amenable if there is a mean <f> e m(S)* which is in

addition left [right] invariant, i.e., satisfies <A(/a) = <ACT) [<A(/a)=<A(/)] for each

fe m(S) and aeS (where fa(s)=f(as) and fa(s)=f(sa) for /in m(S) and a, se S).

S is amenable if there is a mean <f> e m(S)* which is left and right invariant.

If A<=S, then lA will be the function which is one on A and zero other-

wise. We shall write 1 instead of ls and <f>(A) instead of <f>(lA) (if <j>em(S)*),

sometimes.

The range of an element <f> e m(S) is the set of numbers {<f>(A), where A ranges

over all subsets of S}. It is clear that the range of a mean is a subset of [0, 1]

={x;0Sx^l}.

If «S* is a left amenable semigroup, define the following relation between elements

of S: a~b iff as = bs for some s in S. The relation ~ is an equivalence relation

which is two-sidedly stable (or a congruence), i.e., if a~b, then as~bs and sa~sb

for any s in S (since S is left amenable) (see [3, p. 371] and Ljapin [1, p. 39]).

If se S, let s' stand for the equivalence class to which s belongs and let

S' = {s';se S}. A multiplication between the elements of 5" can be defined by

s't' = (st)'. This multiplication is well defined and associative, rendering thus 5"

a semigroup (since ~ is a congruence. See Ljapin [1, pp. 265-266]). Furthermore,

S" has right cancellation (and coincides with S if S has right cancellation).

It has been shown by this author in [4] (Corollary to Lemma 1) that, if S has

right cancellation, is left amenable and contains an element of infinite order,

then the range of any invariant mean on m(S) contains the set of rationals in

[0, 1]. Moreover, if O^r^l is a rational number, then there is a set A<=S such

that <f>(A) = r for any left invariant mean <f> on m(S).

T. Mitchell has even suggested orally a proof to show that, for the above con-

sidered semigroup S, the range of each left invariant mean <f> on m(S) is the whole

[0, 1] interval.

We would like to prove in this paper the following :

Conjecture. Let S be a left amenable semigroup. Then the range of each left

invariant mean on m(S) is the whole [0, 1] interval if and only if S' is infinite.
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Unfortunately, we do not know how to prove this result. But we know how to

prove something close to it.

Call a group G an AB group if: (a) G is amenable, (b) each element of G has

finite order, (c) each infinite subgroup of G is not locally finite (a group is locally

finite if each finitely generated subgroup is finite), (d) G is an infinite group.

We doubt whether AB groups exist at all, since if G were an AB group, then each

of its infinite subgroups would contain a subgroup which would provide a counter-

example to Burnside's conjecture and would be in addition, amenable.

The main result of this paper is the

Theorem 3. Let S be a left amenable semigroup for which S' is not an AB group.

Then the range of each left invariant mean on m(S) is the whole [0, 1] interval if and

only if S' is infinite.

It comes out that if S' is not an AB group, then m(S) admits a left invariant mean

whose range is not the whole [0, 1] interval, if and only if S" is a finite group. In

this case, there is even a left invariant mean on m(S) (which may annihilate

single point sets) whose range is the set {k/n; k = 0, 1,..., «}, where n is the order

of S'.

We prove in fact, more than stated in the above theorem, namely that if 5" is an

infinite non-¿L group, then there is a class of subsets of S {A(x), O^xfS 1} which

satisfies .4(0)= 0, A(l) = S, A(x)^A(x') if Oáx^x'^1 and <f>(A(x)) = x for each

left invariant mean 0 e m(S)* and each O^x^ 1. In particular, the range of a left

invariant mean is attained on the class of sets A<=S, for which <f>(A) is constant

when 0 ranges over the set of left invariant means.

In conclusion, it is a pleasure to thank T. Mitchell for the friendly and fruitful

conversations we had with him. The idea of the proof of Theorem 1 and of the

lemma preceding it, was basically suggested by him.

Some more notations. Let 5 be a semigroup. If a e S, we denote by la : m(S) -*■

m(S), defined by laf=fa for / in m(S). If 0 e m(S), then La: m(S)* -> m(S)* is

defined by (La0)/= 0(/a) for each / in m(S). If A c S we say that 0 e m(S)* is ¿-left

invariant if La0 = 0 for each a in A. If A consists of the single element ceS,

then we say that <f> is c-left invariant. If A, B are subsets of S, then B is ¿-left

almost convergent if <j>x(B) = <j>2(B) for any two ¿-left invariant means <f>x,

<f>2em(S)*. B^S is left almost convergent if it is S-left almost convergent. For

characterizations of almost convergent subsets of the additive semigroup of positive

integers, see G. Lorentz [6] (see also Day [2, pp. 538-540]).

If S is a right cancellation semigroup, then c e S has order «^ 1, if n+1 is the

first integer which satisfies cn + 1 = c. ce S has infinite order if no such n^ 1

exists.

The main theorem.

Lemma la. Let S be a right cancellation semigroup, ce S an element of infinite
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order, and A<=S be such that cA^A. Let Qn = {pßn; P = 0, 1,..., 2n} and

ß = Un°=i On- Then there exists a collection of sets A(r), r e Q, such that

(1) A(0)= 0,A(\) = A.

(2) Ifr, r'eQ with r<r', then A(r)^A(r').

(3) (p(A(r)) = r<f>(A)for any c-left invariant mean <f>.

Proof. By Lemma 1 of [4], there are disjoint sets Vx, V2<=A such that A

= VX U V2, cVx<= V2 and cV2^ Vx (hence c2Vxc Vx). Let A(0)= 0,A(\)= Vx, and

A(1) = A= VX\J V2. Then

c2[A(±)-A(0)] e [A(i)-A(0)],   c2[A(l)-A($] ^ [A(l)~A(i)],

and if <f> is any c-left invariant mean, then ^(V^^^cV^^^V^^^cV^^^V-^,

i.e., <KV1) = <I>(V2). Hence, <j>(A(%))=%<j>(A) and so <f>(A(r))=r4>(A) for any re Qx.

For fixed n, arrange the set of rationals Qn in increasing order as 0 = r0 < rx < ■ ■ ■

<r2» = 1 and assume that we have found sets A(r)<=A, reQn such that A(r)<=A(r')

if r, r' e Qn with r<r', A(0)= 0, A(\) = A and such that <j>(A(r)) = r<f>(A) for any

c-left invariant mean <f> and any r e Qn and such that for some k > 0,

c^i/O-^Ow)] c [A(rd-A(ri.x)]

for l^/^2\

There are then, by Lemma 1 of [4], disjoint sets VIo, F2<0 with

VittuV^ = A(ri)-A(ri.x),

ckv<»cy^\ and cT^'c i/j». If <f> is any c-left invariant mean then as before

4>(V[n)=<j>(VP)&ndso

WVM = <¡>[A(rd-A(ri.x)] - (r.-r^^A) = ¿L4)/2\

Hence <j>(Vil)) = <l>(A)l2n + x. Define now: A(ri-1 + l¡2n + 1) = A(ri_x) u FÍ" for

1 ̂ /^2n. Since Kf n ^(rj_1)=0, we have that

^X'i-i + 1/2"*1) = (r.^ + 1/2^1)^)

for any c-left invariant mean. For re Qn + 1 and r $ Qn we have thus defined sets

>4(r). If r e Qn, let A(r) be given by the induction hypothesis. (Hence the sets A(r)

constructed at stage n +1 coincide for r e Qn with the sets built at stage n.) We have,

from above, that A(ri)-A(ri_x+ll2n + 1)=V2:i) and A(rt.1+\l2n + 1)-A(rt.1)=Vii).

Hence, if the elements of Qn + 1 are arranged in increasing order as 0 = so<sx< ■ ■ ■

<ia-i, then c2k[A(si)-A(si.1)]^A(si)-A(st.x), A(si.1)cA(si) for lá/^2" + 1

and <j>(A(s^)) — Si(f>(A) for any c-left invariant mean. Consider now the sets A(r),

re ß = U°° ßn- If r, r' e Q with r<r', then r, r' e Qn for some n (since ßncßn + i);

hence A(r)<=-A(r'). Conditions (1), (3) are satisfied from above.
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Theorem 1. Let S be a right cancellation semigroup, ce S an element of infinite

order, and ¿c5 be such that cA<=A. Then there exists a collection of sets

{A(x) ; 0 S x ̂  1} such that :

(1) ¿(O)=0,¿(1)=¿.
(2) IfOSxKx'^l, then A(x)<=A(x').

(3) <f>(A(x)) = x<l>(A) for any c-left invariant mean <f> on m(S) and any x e [0, 1].

Proof. For xe Q — {Jn = x Qn, let ¿(x) be the sets constructed in the previous

lemma. If 0<x<l is such that x$Q, define ¿(x) = f~)(re0.r>1) ¿(r). If now

0áx<x'^l, then:

(a) if xe Q, then A(x)^A(r) for any r>x'; hence A(x)^A(x'),

(b) if x' e Q, then A(x)<^A(x') is clear, and

(c) if x (£ Q and x' i Q, then for some r e Q we have x < r < x' which implies

¿(x)c¿(r)c¿(x'). Hence, (1) and (2) hold.

If now 0<x< 1 and x £ Q and 0 is a c-left invariant mean, then

r0(¿) = 0(¿(r)) S 0(¿(x)) s; 0(¿(r')) = r'0(¿)

for any r, r' e Q with r<x<r'. This implies that x(0(¿))á0(¿(x))^x0(¿) since Q

is dense in [0, 1], which finishes this proof.

Corollary. Let S be a right cancellation semigroup, ce S an element of infinite

order. There exists a class of sets {¿(x); O^x^ 1} such that:

(1) ¿(O)=0 andA(\) = S.

(2) A(x)<=A(x')if0^x<x'<:\.

(3) <j>(A(x)) = x for any Oáxá 1 and any c-left invariant mean 0 e m(S)*.

The idea of using the background of [4] (see [4, Lemma 1 and Corollary to

Lemma 1]) as above and especially the use of the monotonicity of an invariant

mean as in the proof of Theorem 1 is due to T. Mitchell (oral communication).

Remarks. Let A' be a set, ¿/ an algebra of subsets of X and v a finitely additive,

finite measure on sé'. Then v has the intermediate property on A e s/ if for any

0 ¿ b ¿ v(A) there exists aB es/ such that B<=A and v(B) = b. One has for the above S

that a c-left invariant mean has the intermediate property on any A <=■ S for which

c¿<=¿. Moreover, if A is c-left almost convergent, there is even a set B^A

which is c-left almost convergent for which <f>(B) = b.

As a consequence of the above corollary, one has that, if 5 is a right cancellation

left amenable semigroup, (and in particular an amenable group) which contains an

element of infinite order, then the range of any left invariant mean 0 is the whole

[0, 1] interval and, moreover, A^S need only range in the class of left almost

convergent subsets of S in order that 0(¿) should fill the entire [0, 1] interval.

We ask now what is the range of a left invariant mean when S is a group which is

the full direct product of countably many copies of the multiplicative group

{— 1, 1}. This group is infinite and each of its elements has order two. The above
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theorem does not answer this question. Another question is what is the range of a

left invariant mean on the group of all the permutations of the integers which leave

all but a finite number of integers fixed. Both these groups are locally finite infinite

groups. We shall show that if G is any amenable group which contains a locally

finite infinite group, then the range of any left invariant mean 0 on m(G) is the

whole [0, 1 ] interval. We show even more than that in Theorem 2.

Notation. G will denote a discrete group with identity e. If /7<= G is a subgroup

of G then G\H will always stand for the set of right cosets of G with respect to H,

i.e., for {Hg; g e G). We say then that A={ga; a e I}<^G is a set of representatives

of GIH if G — HA and Hga n Hggj^ 0 implies ga=gg. We do not speak at all in

what follows about left cosets. If ¿l5..., ¿„ are subsets of G, then

¿i • • • ¿„ = {axa2 ■■■an;aie¿¡, / = 1,2,..., «}.

Remark 1. Let H<=Hx be subgroups of the group H2 and let ¿l5 ¿2 be sets of

representatives of Hx¡H, H2\Hx, respectively. Then AXA2 is a set of representatives

of H2\H. Since Hx = HAx and H2 = HXA2 = H(AXA2) and if Haxa2 n Ha'xd2^ 0

with aly a'¡ e ¿¡, /= 1, 2, then Hxa2 n Hxa'2¥= 0 ; hence a2 = a2 which implies that

Hax C\ Ha'x^ 0. Therefore, ax = a'x. In particular, axa2 = a'xd2 with ah a^eAt,

i=l, 2, is possible if and only if ax =a\ and a2 = a'2.

Lemma 1. Let Sn be subgroups of G such that Sn<=Sn + 1for n= 1, 2,.... Let Rn

be a set of representatives of SJSn^x with e e Rnfor each n and S=\J^=x Sn. Then

U¡ = \Jn = j + x {Rj + x ■ • • Rn} is a set of representatives of SjSjfor j= 1,2,....

Proof. {Rj + x ■ ■ ■ Rn} is a set of representatives of SJSj for «äy'+l. Since, by

definition, Ly+1 is a set of representatives of 5/+1/5y and if {Rj + 1 • • • Rn-x} is a set

of representatives of Sn-xlSj then, by Remark 1, {Rj + 1 ■ • • Rn-xRn} is a set of

representatives of SJSj. Furthermore,

s =   U  sn =   u  {s,Ri+x •••*„} = s,\ u  fA+1 ■ • • *n}l = sp,.
n=f + X n = i + X Ln = i + 1 J

Assume now that S,r n S/V 0 for r e Ly + 1 ■ ■ ■ Rn, r' e Rj + 1 • • ■ Rm- (We can

assume that n^m.) Since e e Rt for each /, Rj + 1 ■ ■ ■ Rk<=Rj + x • • • RkRk + 1- Hence,

r, r' e Rj + 1- ■■ Rn which is a set of representatives SJSj. Therefore, r = r' which

finishes this proof.

Remark 2. In the notation of Lemma 1, let R be a set of representatives of G¡S

and define

Ky=    Ü    {Ri + x--   Rn}R= UjR.
n = j + X

Then V, is a set of representatives of G\S} (apply Remark 1). Furthermore, from

the definition of Vf, it follows immediately that RjV¡= V¡_x fory'^2 (which is a

set of representatives of G/5y_j).
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Remark 3. If H is a subgroup of G and V a set of representatives of GjH, then

clearly HV=G and hVnh'V^ 0, with h,h'eH, implies that h = h'. Since if

hv=h'v' with v, v' e V, then Hv n Hv'j^ 0, i.e., v=v' and so h = h'.

Lemma 2. The above chosen subsets Vx, V2,... of G satisfy:

(1) Vn=> Vu+1 for eachnZl.

(2) SjVj=G and sVj n s'Vrf 0 with s, s' e S¡ implies s = s'.

(3) RiVj=Vj_xforj^2.

Proof. (1) and (2) are clear from Remarks 2 and 3 while RjVj= V^x by definition.

Lemma 3. Let Sn be finite subgroups of G of order pn<<x> such that Sn<=Sn + x

(proper inclusion) for n=\,2,-Let S=\JX Sn, Qn = {k¡pn; k = 0,l,..., pn}, and

ß = U? Qn- Then there exists a family of subsets of S, {A(r); r e Q} such that:

(1) A(O)=0,A(l) = G.

(2) Ifrx<r2 with rx, r2 e Q, then A(rx)cA(r2).

(3) <f>(A(r)) = r for each r e Q and each S-left invariant mean <j> e m(G)*.

Proof. Choose for each « a fixed set Rn of representatives of SJSn_x with

e e Rn. Since Sn is a proper subgroup of Snfl, we have that pnqn=pn + x for some

<7„ä2 and Rn contains qn_x elements. Furthermore, ß„cß„ + i for each n (since

k\pn = kqjpn + x). Consider the sets Vn constructed in Lemma 3 with respect to the

Rn's. We construct the sets A(r) for r e Qx as follows : Assume that

^i — vn > s2 » ■ • •> spi)

is  an  enumeration  of the  elements  of Sx  with sx1} — e. Let then: ,4(0)= 0,

A(\¡Px) = Vx,   A(2¡px)- Vx U s2»Vx,...,   A(klpx) =VxU$)VlKJ---V sk»Vx   for

k=\,2,...,px.

Since SXVX = G and sVxns'Vx^0 if í#í' with s, s' e Sx we have that <j>(Vx)

= \jpx and (¡>(A(klpx)) = k¡px if k = 0, 1,..., px for each S-left invariant mean <j>.

Also, A(rx)c A(r2) if rx < r2 and rx, r2 e Qx.

Assume now that sets A(r) have been built for r e Qn such that A(\¡pn)=Vn,

A(0) = 0, and such that for some enumeration of the elements of Sn, say Sn

={sxn\ . ..,s™} with s{n) = e, A(klpn) = \Jk=x s\n)Vn if 1 úk^pn. We define then sets

A(r), re Qn + X, as follows: If k = iqn for z'=0, 1,.. .,pn, then k¡pn + x = i¡pn. (We

define in this case A(klpn + 1) = A(ilpn) where A(ilpn) is given by the induction

hypothesis.) We define A(\¡pn + x)=Vn + x and if Rn + i={ti, ■ ■ -, tqn} with tx = e,

define

4-rA = Ù ttVn+1        forlèki qn.
\Pn+l/ i = l

(Since Ä„ + iFn + 1=Fn, we have that A(qJpn + 1) = A(lfpn) in agreement with the

previous definition of A(\¡pn).) We define:

\Pn    Pn + lJ \PJ \Pn + lf

fotl£jéqn-l    and   k = 1,2,.. .,Pn-L
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We have

(*)

Mt+TT-) = ÍU ^Vn]u[si%1[t1Vn+1u...utjVn+1]]
\Pn    Pn + xl L¡ = 1 J

= ÎÛ     U   S^tmVn + 1]  U [4*il[/l^n + l U- •    U tjVn + 1]]
L* = 1   m = X J

if 1 újúqn~ 1 and 1 úk<,pn- 1.

Enumerate now the elements of Sn +1 by :

Al —   «1   —   e,   i2 —   t2, . . ., A,n —   lqn,   SiQn —  ¿j     i9jt

for /=1, 2,...,pn, and

jfi+fl = sftxtj       if 1 á j Ú ff.-l    and   0S/ÍA-1-

It follows from (*), upon a moment's reflection, that

¿fe±A = VA+^L) = [¡J JÍ» + »Kn + 1l U<+P1FB+1U...Uii»:i>/Kfl+1
\ Ln + 1 / \Pn     Pn + X/ L fc» X J

k<!n+/

= U   s\n+»Vn + 1       ifOSk^Pn-l    and    lgyg^-1.
i = i

Furthermore,

¿(^-) = ¿(A) = Û Ji*K. = Û   U s?HjVn + x
\Pn + xl \Pnl i = l 1-1  /-I

= U 4" + 1)^» + i       for* = 1,2,...,Pn.
m = X

We have thus constructed sets ¿(r), re Qn + 1, which coincide with the sets ¿(r)

given by the induction hypothesis for r e Qn, such that ¿(l//>n + i)= Vn + 1 and for

some enumeration of Sn + x={sxn + 1), ■.., SpW1}}, with Sxn + 1) = e, we have that

Mir-) - Û «iB+1)K-+i       far I S * S pn + 1.
\Pn + x/ 1-1

We can hence assume that there exists a class of subsets of G, {A(r) ; r e Q} such

that ¿(0)= 0, ¿(1) = G and such that for each n there is an enumeration of Sn,

Sn={si*\...,s™} with e = s{n) such that A(k¡pn) = \JÍ=1 s\nyVn for l^Â:^/>n and

¿(0)= 0. (The delicate point here is that A(r) does not depend on the particular

representation of r as kjpn.)

If r, r' e Q with r<r', say, then r, r' e Qn for some n. Hence, r = k\pn<k'\pn = r'

and so A(r) = \J{sf)Vn<=-\J( sf')Vn = A(r'). Furthermore, by Lemma 2, sVnns'Vn

= 0 if s^s' and i, 5' e S^. Hence, 0[¿(fc//?n)] = A:0(Fn) for any S-left invariant mean

0. But

KG) = A\J s^Vn] = Pn<f>(Vn); i.e., 0(Kn) = -j-
L 1 J Pn

This implies that <j>(A(k¡pJ)) = k¡pn or that 0(¿(r)) = r for each r e Q and any

¿■-left invariant mean 0 on m(G). This finishes the proof.
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Theorem 2. Let Sn be finite subgroups of G with Sn<^Sn + x (proper inclusion) and

let S = {Jn = x S„. Then there exists a class of subsets of G, {A(x)\ O^x^ 1} such that

(1) A(0)= 0,A(\) = G.

(2) IfO£x<x'£l, then A(x)<=A(x').

(3) <f>(A(x)) = xfor each 0?¡xfí 1 and each S-left invariant mean <j> on m(G).

Proof. Let pn be the order of Sn and consider the sets Qn and ß = Uf Qn of

Lemma 3. Q is dense in [0, 1]. For r $ Q, choose the sets A(r) constructed in Lemma

3. If 0<x< 1 is such that xe Q, then let A(x) = f]{reQ-ir>x¡ A(r). Let 0Sx<x'^l.

If either x e Q or x' e Q, then clearly A(x)<^A(x'). If x and x' are not in Q, then

let re Q be such that x<r<x'. Then A(x)<= A(r)<^A(x'). Let now <f> be any S-left

invariant mean on m(G) and 0 = x ^ 1 with x $ Q.

If r, r' e Q are such that r<x<r', then

r' = <p(A(r')) Ï <f>(A(x)) í <}>(A(r)) = r.

Since Q is dense in [0, 1], <l>(A(x)) = x, which finishes the proof.

Remark. If G contains an element a of order two and <f> is a mean whose range is

{0, 1}, then ^(La<l>+La2<p) is an a-left invariant mean whose range is {0, \, 1}.

Let 5 be a semigroup. S is said to be periodic if for any se S there is some n ^ 1

such that sn is an idempotent (see Ljapin [1, p. 113]). We shall subsequently need

the following:

Lemma 4. Let S be a right cancellation left amenable semigroup which is periodic.

Then S is a groupe).

Proof. Let E be the set of all idempotents of S. For e e E, let Re = {a e S; ar = e

for some rä 1}. If ex, e2 eFand ari=ex ar^ = e2 for some ae S, then ex=ar^r^ = e2.

Hence, Rei n Re2 =0 if ex^=e2 and Re n E={e} for each e e E. (For this argument,

see Ljapin [1, p. 114].)

Re contains a right ideal for each e e E. In fact, if ae S, then (ea)n is an idem-

potent for some «^ 1. Hence (ea)2n = e(ea)n which implies by the right cancellation

that (ea)n = e. Therefore, eS<^Re. Since 5 is left amenable, any two right ideals

have nonvoid intersection and, therefore,

Rei n Re2 / 0    for   ex, e2 e E.

This implies that S contains a unique idempotent and, since the right cancellation

is present, we get by Ljapin [1, p. 113] that S is a group.

Remark 4. In particular, any finite right cancellation left amenable semigroup

is a group (which is well known).

Lemma 5. Let S be a left amenable semigroup for which S' is finite and contains

0 < n < oo elements (necessarily S' is a finite group). Then there is a left invariant mean

(x) Here as in Lemma 5 the condition that 5is left amenable can be relaxed to: any two right

ideals of 5 have nonvoid intersection.
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0 on m(S) for which 0(¿) takes the only values {kjn; k = 0,l,...,n}, when A

ranges over all subsets of S.

Proof. Let S'={s'x,..., s'n} where s¡ e S is a fixed representative of s\, l^i^n

(till the end of this proof). The semigroup S' is left amenable as a homomorphic

image of S (Day [2, p. 515(c)]) and has right cancellation (if a'c' = b'c', then

(ac)' = (bc)', i.e., a(cs) = b(cs) for some s e S; hence, a! — b'). By Remark 4, 5" is a

finite group. Assume that s[ is the identity of S' (otherwise, renumber the s¡'s)

and let St = {s e S; s' = s't} for /= 1, 2,...,«. Sx is a subsemigroup of S since if

a, be Sx, then (ab)' = s'xs'x=s'x and so ab e Sx- Furthermore, if a, b e St for some /,

then ac = bc for some c e S. If c e Sf, let s'k = (s'j)~1. Then (csk)' =s'jS'k = s'x; hence,

a(csk) = b(csk) and csk e Sx. We have shown that if a, be S¡, there is some d in Sx

such that ad=bd. In particular, this is true for a, b e Sx. Hence, by Corollary 3 of

T. Mitchell [5] (for a different proof, see Theorem 3 in [4]), m(Sx) admits a left

invariant mean 0 which is multiplicative on m(Sx) (i.e., 0(/g) = 0(/)0(g) for

/ g e m(Sx)). Let ß(S)^m(S)* be the set of multiplicative means on m(S) (i.e.,

which satisfy <j>(fg) = 0(/)0(g) for/, g e w(S)). Then Ls(ß(S))cß(S) for any j in

S and, in particular, for any í in Sx- Since ß(S) is compact hausdorff there exists

by Mitchell's fixed point theorem (see T. Mitchell [5] or [4, Theorem 3]) some

00 eß(S) which is ^-left invariant. If A<^S, then 15=1.4 and, therefore, 0O(¿) is

either 0 or 1 for any A<=S. If ae Sh then ac = ¿¡c for some c e Sx and, therefore:

La0o = LaLc0o = Lac0o = LS(C0O = Ls.0o,

since 0o is S^-left invariant. Furthermore, for any aeS,

{(asi)'; i = 1, 2,..., n} = {a's't, / = 1, 2,..., «} = {s[, i = 1, 2,..., «} = 5",

since 5" is a group. Let
i    n

i> = - 2 Ls^°-" i
Then

in in

LaÍ> = J. 2 A«, 00   = ~ 2 Ls'^°
"   1 "   1

which shows that 0 is a left invariant mean. If A<^S, then (Ls.<f>0)(\A) is either 0 or

1 since Ls,0o is also multiplicative; therefore, 0(¿) = (1/«) 2ï^s,0o(U) takes one

of the values {kjn; k = 0, 1,..., n}. Fix now l^i,j^n and let s^s'^s'j)'1. Ifae S¡,

then (ska)' = s'ks'j = s'i which shows that skSj<=Si. Therefore, for any left invariant

0! on m(S), <f>x(Sj)^<j>x(skSj)S<j>x(Si). By symmetry, one has 0i(-S'i) = <t>x(Sj). Since

Si are disjoint, one has 1 =01(5) = «01(5,j) or 01(Si)= 1/n for /= 1, 2,..., n. There-

fore, if ¿fc = Uï Si and ¿o=0 then (f>x(Ak) = k¡n for any left invariant mean <j>x on"

m(S) and, in particular, the range of the above defined left invariant mean 0 is

exactly the set {kjn; k—0,1,...,«}. This range is attained on the class of left

almost convergent subsets of S.

Remark 5. For each 0 < n < oo there is a countable commutative (left) amenable
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semigroup S such that S' has order n and each (left) invariant mean on m(S)

annihilates single point sets.

Let F={1, 2,...} with the multiplication ij=ma.\ {i,j} and let G be the cyclic

group of order n. Then S=Tx G is (left) amenable since it is commutative. Assume

that (t0, g0) e S is such that 0 < d= >p{(to, go)} for some left invariant mean ^ on

m(S) and let e be the identity of G. Since (t, g0~ OOo, go) = (t, e) if t = t0, we get that

i/>{(?0 + k, e)}}tdfork=l,2,... which implies that

1 ^ifi{(t0+l,e),...,(t0 + k,e)}^kd

for any k. Hence, d= 0 and any left invariant mean on 5" annihilates single point

sets. It remains to be shown that the order of 5' is n. We show that a' = b' if and

only if a, be (T, g) for some\g e G. If a=(tx, g), b = (t2, g) and r=max (tx, t2), then

(tx, g)(t, e) = (t, g) = (t2, g)(t, e). Hence, a' = b'. Conversely, if a' = V and a=(tx, gx),

b = (t2, g2) then for some (t, g) e S, (tx, gx)(t, g) = (t2, g2)(t, g). Hence, gxg=gig or

gi = g2- Therefore, a, b e (T, gx). Thus, {(T, g);geG} are the different equivalence

classes which give rise to the different elements of S'. It can be readily checked that

S' is isomorphic to G in this case.

Lemma 6. Let P: S-*■ T be a homomorphism of the left amenable semigroup S

onto the semigroup T. Assume that there is a family of subsets ofT, {B(x); 0^*= 1}

which satisfies:

(1) B(O)=0,B(l) = TandB(x)cB(x')ifOSx<x'Sl.

(2) i/j(B(x)) = xfor each O^x^ 1 and any left invariant mean >p on m(T).

Then {A(x) = a'^(x)], 0 = x = 1} satisfies

(1)' A(O)=0,A(l) = SandA(x)^A(x')ifO^x<x'^l.

(2)' <f>[A(x)] = x for any left invariant mean <j> on m(S) and each OSxS 1.

Proof. It is clear that A(x) satisfy (1)'.

Define F:m(T)^m(S) by (Ff)(s)=f(P(s)). Let <f>em(S)* be a left invariant

mean. Then F*<f>em(T)* defined by (F*<p)f=<f>(Ff) is a left invariant mean on

m(T) (see Day [2, p. 515(c) and pp. 531-532]). But (FlBM)(s)=lBMs))=lMx)(s)

for each s in S. Therefore,

x = (F*#[l«*)] = <f>[lMx)] = <f>[A(x)]

for each O^x^l.

We prove now the main theorem of this paper.

Theorem 3. Let S be a left amenable semigroup for which S' is not an AB group.

(S' is necessarily a left amenable right cancellation semigroup which is a group in

case it is periodic.)

(1) If S' is infinite, then the range of each of its invariant means is the whole

[0, 1] interval. Moreover, there are, in this case, sets A(x)<^S such that ^(0)= 0,

A(\) = S, A(x)<= A(x') if0^x<x'fi 1, and </>(A(x)) = x for each left invariant mean

<f> on m(S). (In particular, <f> attains its range on left almost convergent sets.)
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(2) If the range of each left invariant mean on m(S) is the whole [O, 1] interval,

then S' is infinite.

Proof. We first prove (2). If S' contains 0<n<oo elements, then by Lemma 5

there is a left invariant mean <f> on m(S) whose range is the set {kjn; k = 0, I,.. .,n}.

(There are even ¿¡<=S with 0 =¿0, An = S, ¿(<=¿i + 1 for 0^/¿n— 1 and such that

(¡>(Ak) = kln for k = 0, 1,..., n and each left invariant mean 0 on m(S).)

We prove now (1):

(a) If 5' contains an element of infinite order, then apply the corollary to Theorem

1 and Lemma 6.

(b) If S' does not contain elements of infinite order, then S' is periodic which

implies by Lemma 5 that S' is a group which by our assumption contains an

infinite locally finite subgroup Lo<=S". There are now finite subgroups Sn<^TÓ

with S'n^S'n + x, «=1,2,.... Let 5'o = Uî0 S'n. As a locally finite group, L0 is

amenable (Day [2, p. 517(k')]). Apply now Theorem 2 (with G = S' and S=S'0)

and Lemma 6.

Consequence.

(a) If 5 is a semigroup which admits a left invariant mean 0 for which 0(¿)

^(l/Vl) (say) for each A<= S (or even for each left almost convergent A<= S), then

S' is either an AB group or a finite group.

(b) If S" is not an AB group, then the set {0(¿); A ranges over all left almost

convergent subsets of S} is either the entire [0, 1 ] interval for each left invariant

mean 0 em(S)*, or the set {kjn; k = 0, 1,...,«}, for some 0<«<oo, for each left

invariant mean <j> e m(S)*.

(c) Is there a finitely additive translation invariant measure 0 on the set of all

subsets of the additive integers Z such that 0(Z) = 1 and 0(¿) is rational, say, for

any A<=Z1 Any such 0 is, as is easily checked, the restriction of some invariant

mean 0 on m(Z), to {1,4 ; A<=Z}. Theorem 3 implies hence that the answer to this

(and in fact to a much more general) question is negative.
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